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onmyinnipm amn
space is a metric space

What about an uncountable product ofmetric spaces such as

R

We want to study properties of metricspaces

Metric spaces are Hausdorff

Metric space am

Éteadmitsa
neighbdbasis

first countable allows us to construct sequences

Thesequencelemmy let X bea topological space LetA EX

If Fine A converses to x then Net The converse is
true if X is first countable

In Vi Vi V22Us
Prof

E Let xet Let we on new a

Countable neighbd basis att greighiddx

Since ted Und Ato knelt andso I Ui RA 01 Knelt
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Pick an e Ui AA which defines a sequence in A

Let U be an arbitrary neighbor of x FNEN St IfUi EU
Xne Ui E I Vi EU Un N and so xn x

So allmetric spaces satisfy the sequence lemma

Efi IR Troy is first countable since foxelR
Nx Anis nex is a

countable neighbor basis atx so it satisfies
Thesequence

but not Hausdorff sonot metrizable lemm

Re It's both first countable and
Hausdorff Ls forTER Let

Nx Kian ne'D
s Re satisfiesthesequencelemma U CxMtn new

Is Re metrizable

R too countable Let A IRI 73
Then FEA but Fane A
Conversing to 7 So doesn't



Satisfy thesequence lemma and hence
not first countable

Def Let f NY We say f is sequentially continuous

if fan fax whenever Xn X

theorem let f toy fiscontinuon fis sequentiallycon
The converse istrue if X is first countable

Prof
E Suppose fr sequentially cont

LetAEX Wewant to show FCA IF
Let ye FIAT Then y flt forsome x ft
Since X satisfies the sequence lemma AxnEA conversing tox

Since fi sequentially cont fan fix

y e FCAT

Corollary If Nisametric space and fi A Y

Then f is cont iff it's sequentially cont

Is an uncountable product ofmetric spaces metrizable



Consider IRR f R R

Let A FIR R fad forall butfinitelymany
XER

Claim FEO EAT

Y

FfneA converging to fo
verytrivial once you prove 2b convergence in

IRR is equivalent to pointwise convergence

LetIda be abasis neisbdffo So Ua is aneighbd do taek
and U2 IR forall LEIR except for 2 211 Ian

So consider firs IR defined by f x D for x him ion

and tax o for x 2m mean So f e ILL M A
foe I

N doesn't satisfy the sequence lemma and
So is not first countable and not metrizable

In fact UncountableproductA first countable nontrivial
spaces is not first countable
Uncountable product of metric spaces isnot
metrizable



Post Leam Pace angons

1 Dothe exercises above

2 let Maes be an uncountable collection of indiscrete

topological spaces Show that X2 is first countable ta

and TX isalso first countable Doesthatcontradict

whatwas proven in tutorial

3 a show that thesequence xn ell doesn't
Converse in Retro finite

b show that the sequence xn n converses to

every number in IR Too finite
c whatare converging sequences in IR Too finite

d Is IR Tio finite firstcountable or Hausdorff

4 What are Theconversingsequences in CIR Too couture
ShowThat sequencesconverge to at most 9Point

but the space is not Hausdorff

I



5 Let Cadd and ly dy bemetric spares
showthat f Xyy is cont iff Axe X
HE 0,78 O St d FL fly E whenever

dx Hills
Usethis to giveanother proof for theequivalence of
continuity sequential continuity


